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Abstract 
In previous works, surface-produced negative-ion distribution-functions have been measured in H2 and 
D2 plasmas using graphite surfaces (HOPG). In the present paper we use the SRIM software to interpret the 
measured negative-ion distribution-functions. For this purpose the distribution-functions of backscattered and 
sputtered atoms arising due to the impact of hydrogen ions on a-CH and a-CD surfaces are calculated. The SRIM 
calculations confirm the experimental deduction that backscattering and sputtering are the mechanisms of the 
origin of the creation of negative ions at the surface. It is shown that the SRIM calculations compare well with 
the experiments regarding the maximum energy of the negative ions and reproduce the experimentally observed 
isotopic effect. A discrepancy between calculations and measurements is found concerning the yields for 
backscattering and sputtering. An explanation is proposed based on a study of the emitted-particle angular-






The ITER project and its successor DEMO (first nuclear-fusion based power plant 
prototype) aim at demonstrating power production by magnetic confinement nuclear fusion. 
Plasma start-up and continuous operation in the case of a tokamak reactor require very 
efficient heating and non-inductive current drive systems. Neutral beam injection (NBI) 
which uses high power beams of fast neutral atoms of hydrogen isotopes to heat the plasma is 
a promising candidate. In most existing NBI systems on contemporary fusion experiments a 
beam of positive ions is extracted from a conventional ion source, accelerated to energies of 
the order of 100 keV and neutralized via charge exchange in a background of neutral 
hydrogen. Due to the much larger physical dimensions the NBI systems for both ITER and 
DEMO require neutral beam energies in the 1 to 2 MeV range where the neutralization of 
positive ions becomes very inefficient and only the negative ions can be neutralized with 
sufficient yield. Hence the development of high current negative ion sources (50A D- beam 
for ITER) is crucial to the development of the ITER and DEMO NBI systems. The high-
current-density negative-ion source for ITER1 is currently the subject of intense research 
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ranging from experimental characterization2 and modeling of the plasma3;4,5, to cesium 
management6,7, and negative ion extraction8,9,10,11. 
In high density plasma-based negative-ion sources, D- negative ions originate from the 
interaction of a low work function metal surface with ions and neutrals12,13 from the plasma. 
The low work function of the surface is usually obtained by cesium (Cs) deposition on the 
metal and allows for an efficient electron transfer from the metal to the incident particle and 
increases noticeably the negative-ion surface-production yield. The high-density negative ion 
source of ITER is planned to operate with Cs. However, despite its efficiency, this technique 
presents major drawbacks such as problematic long-term operational stability, Cs pollution of 
the accelerator stage, and high Cs consumption, that may disqualify its application for DEMO 
and strongly complicate ion source operation on ITER. Thus, high-intensity Cs-free negative-
ion-source development would be highly desirable for next generation neutral beam injectors. 
Previous works have shown that graphite could be used as a negative-ion enhancer material in 
H2 or D2 plasmas. The present paper deals with negative ion surface production on graphite 
material (HOPG, Highly Oriented Pyrolitic Graphite) in Cs-free plasmas. Other negative-ion 
production mechanisms, such as volume production (see for instance references 14, 15 and 
16), are not considered in the present article. 
Negative ion formation on graphite is also of interest for understanding and describing 
the physics occurring at the edge of the fusion plasma, in the vicinity of the divertor. Carbon-
fiber-composites (CFC) are used in many tokamaks as divertor material. Negative ion 
production on the carbon tiles has to be considered to correctly account for the heat load 
received by the divertor17,18,19.  Indeed, the mutual neutralization of H- and H+ and the 
subsequent molecular radiation participate in the heat load balance. 
There is a quite important literature on negative ion surface-production in well-
controlled beam-experiments at grazing incidence (or low incidence angle), for a large variety 
of incident energy, various ion type and a large variety of surfaces, including caesiated (see 
for instance references 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and references therein) and non-caesiated 
surfaces (see for instance references 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 and references 
therein). H- surface-production on Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) or 
polycrystalline graphite has for instance been studied in 37, 38, 39 and 40. On the contrary, 
few works deal with negative ion surface-production in cesium-free 
plasmas41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68. Most of them are related to 
the industrial process of layer deposition by sputtering and concern mainly oxygen negative 
ions [44-59]. H- surface-production in Cs-free plasmas has been mainly studied in 59, 60, 61, 
62 (carbon materials), 63 (stainless steel), and 64,65,66,67,68 (barium surfaces).  
Our previous works were focused on H- and D- negative ion production on HOPG 
surfaces in H2 and D2 plasmas59,60,61,62. The positive ions impinging the surface were H2+ and 
H3+ (D2+ and D3+) with energies in the range of 10 to 150 eV. Surface-produced negative-ion 
energy-distribution functions were recorded, and the surface-production mechanisms 
determined. It has been shown that negative ions are formed by two mechanisms i) 
backscattering of an incident particle as a negative ion and ii) sputtering of an adsorbed 
hydrogen (deuterium) atom as a negative ion. The dependences of the negative ion yield on 
positive ion energy and ion type have been studied. The aim of the present paper is to acquire 
a better understanding of the negative ion surface-production mechanisms in a cesium-free 
plasma. To this aim we make use of the SRIM software69 to calculate backscattered and 
sputtered neutral distribution functions and yields upon positive hydrogen (deuterium) ion 





The experimental set-up was previously described60,70,71. Briefly, an HOPG surface is 
centered in the diffusion chamber of a low-pressure helicon plasma reactor. H2 or D2 plasmas 
are generated, either in capacitive or inductive mode, and the sample is negatively biased with 
respect to plasma potential by a DC power supply. Positive ions from the plasma strike the 
sample with an energy E0 = e(Vp-Vs) where Vs and Vp are sample and plasma potential, 
respectively. Negative ions formed on the HOPG surface under positive ion bombardment are 
accelerated by the sheath toward the plasma and gain the energy E0. Under the low-pressure 
conditions considered here, they cross the plasma without any collision and reach an energy-
resolved mass spectrometer (Hiden EQP300) where they are detected. The mass spectrometer 
measures the total energy of the negative ion, ET = Eki - eVs, where Eki is the kinetic energy of 
the negative ion emitted by the surface. In the following, the negative ion distribution 
functions are represented as a function of the negative ion’s kinetic energy inside the plasma, 
Ekp = Eki + E0 = Eki + e(Vp – Vs) = ET + eVp. The plasma potential Vp is deduced from the 
positive ion distribution function measured by the mass spectrometer. For instance, if the 
plasma potential is Vp and the surface potential is Vs, a negative ion produced at rest on the 
surface enters the plasma with a kinetic energy equal to E0=e(Vp-Vs) and appears at E0 on the 
IDF plot. Therefore the measured IDFs represent the kinetic energy distribution functions of 
the surface-produced negative ions shifted by E0. An example of such a distribution function 
is shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 : D- negative ion distribution function measured at 0.2 Pa in a 100W D2 plasma for a sample bias 
of -80V, and for two surface temperatures (black: 293K. Grey: 1030K). The plasma potential is 65V.  
E0 = e(Vp-Vs) is the energy gained in the sheath by the surface-produced negative ions.  
 
It can be observed that most of the negative ions have energy higher than E0, showing 
they have been formed on the surface with an initial energy. By studying these negative ion 
distribution functions it was possible to determine the mechanisms of the surface-production 
of negative ions 59,60,61.  
The first mechanism is the backscattering of a positive ion as a negative ion (see a 
scheme of this process in Figure 1 of reference 61). According to this mechanism, the 
maximum energy of a negative ion in the plasma is determined by the nature of the positive 
ion impinging the surface. Indeed, when an H+ positive ion, i.e. a proton, is backscattered as 
an H- negative ion, the maximum energy transferred to the negative ion is equal to the positive 
ion’s initial energy E0, assuming in a first approximation that no energy is  transferred to the 
surface. Therefore the maximum energy of the negative ion in the plasma is equal to E1= 2E0. 
In the case of molecular positive-ion bombardment (H2+, H3+), dissociation takes place before 
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backscattering. The initial positive-ion energy is shared between the fragments and the 
maximum energy transferred to the negative ion is equal to E0/2 (H2+ bombardment) or E0/3 
(H3+ bombardment). Therefore, the maximum energy of the negative ion in the plasma is 
E2=3/2E0 (H2+ bombardment) and E3=4/3E0 (H3+ bombardment). By varying the positive-ion 
population in the plasma it was shown that the H- maximum energy is always in agreement 
with the backscattering mechanisms: close to E1 when the H+ density is non-negligible, close 
to E2 when H+ density is negligible and H2+ density non negligible and close to E3 when H+ 
and H2+ densities are negligible. In other words, the negative-ion maximum energy is 
determined by the lighter non-negligible positive ion. It was demonstrated that the 
backscattering mechanism explains at least the tail of the negative ion distribution functions. 
The same mechanism is also involved in D- surface production but an isotopic effect has been 
observed61, the D- negative ion maximum energy being always slightly lower than the 
expected value (E1, E2 or E3). This can qualitatively be explained by invoking the better 
energy transfer in a binary collision between deuterium and carbon than between hydrogen 
(H) and carbon. Due to the lower mass difference, deuterium positive ions transfer more 
energy to the surface and less energy is transferred to the created negative-ion. 
The second mechanism is the sputtering of an adsorbed hydrogen atom by an 
incoming positive ion. It is known that when graphite is heated to high temperature, hydrogen 
is desorbed. This effect was seen in experiments where the distribution function of surface-
produced negative ions was measured while the graphite surface was heated to 1000K. A 
strong decrease of the signal (see Figure 1) was observed and it was concluded that at room 
temperature most of the negative ions are created by sputtering of adsorbed hydrogen atoms 
since in the absence of adsorbed species (high temperature) the signal is largely reduced. 
Furthermore, an almost perfect coincidence between IDFs’ energetic tails at low and high 
temperature was observed (see Figure 1). As the energetic tail was previously attributed to 
negative ions created by the backscattering mechanism, it was deduced that i) backscattering 
is the only mechanism producing negative ion at high temperature and ii) sputtering 
production dominates over backscattering production at low temperature. Then it follows that 
the negative-ion distribution function measured at high temperature represents a backscattered 
negative-ion distribution function. If it is further assumed that the backscattering mechanism 
is temperature independent because the high-energy tails at high and low temperature 
coincide, then subtracting the high-temperature measurements from the low-temperature 
measurements gives the sputtering negative-ion distribution functions at low temperature. 
This last assumption may, however, not be exactly valid since the negative ion formation 
probability (electron capture probability times survival probability) most likely depends on 
the hydrogen surface-coverage, which changes with temperature. Still, subtracting high from 
low temperature measurements gives us a distribution function with a reduced backscattering 
contribution.  
Experimentally, it has been observed that, for the energy range studied (50-120eV), 
sputtered negative-ion distribution function shapes do almost not depend on the positive ion 
energy61. The same observation is also valid for the backscattering negative ion distribution 
function shape, except that the high energy tail expands with inreasing positive ion energy. It 
has also been shown that up to a positive ion energy of around 80eV, 75% of the negative ions 
measured are created by the sputtering mechanism59,61. Above 80eV the contribution of 
sputtering decreases. This decrease has not been explained yet and coincides with a decrease 





C- SRIM calculations 
SRIM is a group of programs which calculate the stopping and range of ions into 
matter. SRIM is a Monte-Carlo code based on the binary collision approximation (BCA) 
which assumes that collisions between atoms can be approximated by binary elastic collisions 
described by an interaction potential. As discussed by Eckstein et al72,73 the assumptions 
underlying the BCA are expected to fail at low particle energy. However, it was empirically 
proven by the good agreement between experiments and modelling in a vast number of 
publications (see 72 and reference therein) that BCA works fine for sputtering calculations 
despite the fact that in most practical cases the majority of atoms are sputtered in low-energy 
collisions at the end of the collision cascade. SRIM is able to calculate backscattered and 
sputtered particle distribution functions resulting from positive atomic-ion bombardment of 
any amorphous surface. SRIM does not make any statement on the charge of the emitted 
particles, but as ionization mechanisms are not taken into account in SRIM, it can be thought 
that SRIM calculations apply firstly to neutrals. The motivation for using SRIM, even though 
the present study deals with negative ions, is surface-produced negative ions are basically 
created by the same mechanisms as surface-produced neutrals, namely the backscattering and 
the sputtering mechanisms. The only difference is the capture of an electron by the outgoing 
neutral in the case of negative ions. If the negative ion formation probability is a relatively 
slowly varying function of the outgoing particle characteristics (type of particle H or D, 
energy, angle…), then SRIM calculations for neutrals can be used to derive information on 
negative ion surface creation. The dependence of the formation probability on the outgoing 
perpendicular velocity is usually strong for metals due to the resonance between the negative-
ion affinity-level and the vacant states of the conduction band on the outgoing trajectory. On 
the contrary, there is not generally such a dependence in insulators where the affinity level 
crosses the gap on the outgoing trajectory74. Therefore, the metallic or non-metallic character 
of the plasma-exposed HOPG sample determines the care that has to be taken in using SRIM 
to interpret negative-ion experiments. This point is discussed at the end of the present paper.   
SRIM calculations are only possible for atomic ions impinging on amorphous 
surfaces. Under the present experimental conditions not only atomic ions impinge the surface 
but also molecular ions. Most molecular positive ions are neutralized and dissociated upon 
impact and the energy is shared between the fragments. Therefore the impact of an H2+ ion at 
energy E0 can be represented in SRIM calculation by the impact of two H+ ions at an energy 
E0/2. For the results presented in this paper, the impact of H2+ or D2+ and the impact of H3+ or 
D3+ are represented in SRIM calculations by H+ or D+ impacts at energy respectively equal to 
E0/2 and E0/3.  
Experimentally, HOPG surfaces were used, but upon bombardment, some defects are 
created in the material and it is partially amorphized62 up to a depth that depends on the 
positive ion energy. Furthermore some hydrogen (or deuterium) species are implanted in the 
material. Therefore we assumed a dense hydrogenated (deuterated) amorphous carbon 
material as target in the simulations. A hydrogen (deuterium) and carbon content were taken 
to be respectively 30% and 70%, which corresponds approximately to the species content of 
hard a-CH layers75. The mass density has been taken from hard a-CH layers as 2.2 g/cm3 75.  
The surface binding energy, i.e. the minimum energy required to extract an atom from 
the solid, and the layer density have a strong influence on the calculation results, in particular 
on the sputtering yields. Usually the surface binding energy (Esb) is approximated by the 
sublimation energy. In the case of hard a-CH (a-CD) layers, surface binding energies for 
carbon and hydrogen are unknown. Therefore we took the values that were used and justified 
in previous SRIM calculations (reference 75 and reference therein). The carbon surface 
binding energy has been taken equal to 4.5eV, a value giving good agreement between 
observed and calculated sputtering yield75. A value of 3eV has been used for hydrogen and 
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deuterium atoms. The carbon displacement energy, i.e. the energy that an atom has to receive 
in order to leave its lattice site permanently, has been taken equal to the one of graphite (25 
eV), and the hydrogen (deuterium) displacement energy has been taken equal to 2.5 eV. 
According to W Jacob75, these values are probably the upper and lower limit for carbon and 
hydrogen, respectively, in hard a-CH (a-CD) layers. Calculations with increasing Esb values 
and increasing layer density values were also compared.   
To obtain satisfactory statistics in the calculations, the number of ions impinging the 
surface in normal incidence has been set to 105. SRIM then provides backscattered and 
sputtered neutral distribution functions (NDFs). For low impinging energies considered in the 
present calculations almost no carbon atoms are physically sputtered and we focus on 
hydrogen and deuterium distribution functions.  
 
D- Results and discussion 
 
Experiments and calculations are presented for two sets of experimental data, one in 
hydrogen, and one in deuterium. For these two experimental conditions the relative densities 
of the positive ions were measured by mass spectrometry. At 0.4 Pa H2, 100W, approximately 
equal populations of H2+ and H3+ ions and a negligible H+ ion population was measured. At 
0.2 Pa D2, 100W, D2+ dominates (around 75%), with the D3+ and D+ fractions being lower. 
Therefore, the impact of H2+ (i.e. H+ at energy E0/2) and H3+ (ie H+ at energy E0/3) ions is 
considered in the calculations for comparison with experiments at 0.4 Pa H2, and only D2+ (ie 
D+ at energy E0/2) is considered for comparison with 0.2 Pa D2.  
 
 I) Negative ion maximum energy 
 
The SRIM software allows calculating distribution functions of particles leaving the 
surface, while the experiments allow measuring distribution functions of particles reaching 
the mass spectrometer detector. Because of the sheath in front of the sample and focusing 
electrostatic lenses inside the spectrometer, the negative ion transmission between the surface 
and the mass spectrometer detector is energy and angle dependent. Therefore, a direct 
comparison between the shapes of the SRIM and the experimental distribution-functions is 
not possible. Figure 2 shows calculated backscattered-neutral distribution functions (NDFs) 
and measured backscattered-negative-ion distribution functions (IDFs), all of them 
normalized to one, in a D2 plasma at 0.2 Pa and 100 W, and for four positive ion incident 
energies of E0 = 65, 85, 105, and 125 eV. The NDFs have been shifted by the energy E0 
gained by acceleration through the sheath by the negative ions. This graph permits to compare 
calculated and measured maximum energy of the distribution functions. The maximum 
energy of the backscattered IDF is always in good agreement with calculations, confirming 
that the tail of the IDFs is due to negative ions created by the backscattering mechanism. 
Surprisingly, the global shape of the backscattered IDFs is correctly reproduced by the 
calculations. Since the transmission function of the negative ions between the surface and the 
mass spectrometer should strongly affect the initial distribution function, it is believed this 
agreement is fortuitous and may be due to the low signal over noise ratio of the experimental 
results.  
Figure 3 presents a comparison between experimental backscattered IDFs and 
calculated backscattered NDFs shifted by E0, in H2 plasma at 0.4 Pa and 100W and for three 
positive ion incident energies of E0 = 56, 76, and 96 eV. Two calculations are presented, one 
for H2+ ion impact, and one for H3+ impact. These two calculations were not systematically 
combined to give a unique result since the respective percentages of each ion are not 
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accurately known. Maximum energy of backscattered IDFs is well reproduced by the 
calculations for H2+. This confirms that the maximum energy of the IDFs is determined by the 
lighter non-negligible positive ion. Furthermore it confirms again that the tail of the IDFs is 
due to negative ions created by the backscattering mechanism. Again, a surprisingly 
reasonable agreement between IDF and NDF shapes is observed. It is still believed to be 
fortuitous.  
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Figure 2 : Comparison between experimental backscattering negative ion distribution functions (IDF, 
lines + symbols) and calculated backscattering neutral distribution functions (lines, a-C layer) in D2 
plasma, 100W, 0.2 Pa, for different surface bias: a) 0V, b) -20V, c) -40V, d) -60V. The IDF maximum 
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Figure 3 : Comparison between experimental backscattering negative ion distribution functions (IDF, 
lines + symbols) and calculated backscattering neutral distribution functions (full lines and dash lines, a-C 
layer) in H2 plasma, 100W, 0.4 P), for different surface bias: a) 0V, b) -20V, c) -40V. The IDF maximum 




 II) Isotopic effect 
 
It was previously observed61 that the maximum energy of D- ions is always lower than 
the maximum energy of H- ions. This effect was attributed to the higher energy transmitted to 
the surface by the incoming deuterium ions as compared to the hydrogen ions. This effect is 
well reproduced by the SRIM calculations as shown in Figure 4 where it can be observed that 
the maximum energy of the backscattering distribution functions are always lower in the case 
of deuterium. Regarding the sputtering mechanism there is almost no difference between H 
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Figure 4 : Comparison between H (full lines) and D (dashed lines) sputtering (a) and backscattering (b) 
distribution functions calculated by SRIM for different positive ion (H+ or D+) impact energies (a-CH and 
a-CD layers). 
 
 III) IDF versus positive ion energy 
 
In Figure 5, a comparison is made between calculated and sputtered distribution 
functions for different impinging ion energies. The shapes of these distributions are only 
weakly dependent on the positive ion energy, at least for energies varying by a few tens of 
volts, as we already observed experimentally in [59], and had already been observed 
previously76,77. However, the energy of the impinging positive ion is primordial to reproduce 
correctly the maximum energy of the backscattered IDFs (see Figure 3).  




























Figure 5 : Comparison between H sputtering distribution functions calculated by SRIM for different 
positive ion (H+) impact energies: 30eV, 50eV, 70eV, 100eV (a-CH layer) 
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IV) Negative ion yields 
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Figure 6 :  Sputtering and backscattering contributions to the total H- surface-production, as estimated 
from the experiments (full lines + squares), versus H2+/H3+ positive ion energy. Sputtering and 
backscattering contributions to the total H surface emission as calculated by SRIM (full lines), versus H+ 
positive ion impact energy (a-CH layer).  
 
In Figure 6 the calculated backscattering and sputtering contributions are presented versus 
positive-ion energy together with the estimated experimental contributions. There is a strong 
disagreement between the experiments and calculations. The calculated neutral backscattering 
contribution is always much higher than the sputtering one, in contradiction with negative-ion 
experiments. From SRIM results, more than 90% of the particles emitted by the surface 
originate from the backscattering mechanism, while in the experiments sputtering contribution 
is dominating up to a positive ion energy of around 80eV. Plotting the experimental results 
versus the energy per nucleon (E0/2 for H2+ impact and E0/3 for H3+ impact) instead of the 
positive-ion energy (E0) would not change the observations made. 
First of all, an overestimation of the sputtering contribution in the experiments cannot be 
excluded, as in order to derive this result the assumption has been made that the electron 
capture is temperature independent (see paragraph B). Hence, the difference between 
experiments and calculations may not be as important as observed on Figure 6. However, 
from the general shape of the measured IDFs, and from the strong decrease of the low energy 
part of the IDFs when surface coverage decreases (temperature increases), it is obvious that 
sputtered negative ions are much more numerous than backscattered negative-ions. Therefore 
an overestimation of the sputtering contribution in the experiments is probable but cannot 
account for such a difference between experiments and calculations.  
Second, the sample roughness, which leads to a change of the effective angle of incidence, is 
not taken into account in the calculations. Kuestner et al78 have studied the influence of 
surface roughness on the sputtering yield of D+ ion impinging on pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) 
or isotropic graphite (EK98), taking into account the effective distribution of angles of 
incidence as measured by STM. For an initially rough surface of isotropic graphite (EK98) 
and normal incidence, roughness has a strong influence on the sputtering yield. On the 
contrary, for an initially flat HOPG surface, roughness has a weak influence on the sputtering 
yield at normal incidence (the distribution of real angles of incidence is not large and is 
peaked close to the normal, at 15°). Furthermore, Mayer et al79 have shown that 
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backscattering is not strongly influenced by roughness in the case of an initially flat HOPG 
surface (HOPG) bombarded by D+ ions. In the present experiments we have an initially flat 
HOPG surface and the ion incidence is normal. It is thus expected that taking into account  the 
real distribution of incidence angles as in 79, would only lead to slight changes of the 
calculated yields. Furthermore, SRIM calculations performed for hydrogen impact at 75 eV 
on a-CH layer at different angles of incidence, show that the sputtering contribution is only 
varying by 1% over the entire range of angles (0° to 80° with 10° steps). The sputtering yield 
actually increases with angle of incidence but so does the backscattering yield, resulting in an 
almost constant contribution of sputtering. Therefore, the disagreement between calculations 
and experiments is not related to the surface roughness  
A difference in the electron capture probability for the two mechanisms is to be excluded 
since whatever the mechanism, the particles leaving the surface are in the same energy range 
except for the tail of the backscattering distribution function.  
Finally, to obtain a more satisfactory explanation, one has to consider the angular distribution 
of the surface-emitted particles. SRIM can provide the angular distribution of particles 
emitted from the surface. This distribution is presented for H and D atoms for two positive ion 
energies (H+ and D+ ions at 50 and 100 eV), for the sputtering (lines in Figure 7) and the 
backscattering (lines in Figure 7b) processes. In Figure 7a and b the normalized energy 
(energy divided by the impact energy) of the emitted particles is plotted versus the emission 
angle (black dots). The first observation is that the maximum energy of the emitted particles is 
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Figure 7  : Black dots : Polar plot of the sputtered (a) or backscattered (b)atom (H on left, D on right)  
normalized energy (Eemission(atom)/Eimpact(positive ion)) for two impact energies: 50eV (top) and 100eV 
(bottom). Grey line: Polar plot of the sputtered (a) or backcscattered (b)atom (H on left, D on right) 
normalized yield (Nsputtered(θ)/Nsputtered(θmax)) for two impact energies: 50eV (top) and 100eV (bottom). 0° is 






From Figure 7a and b, one can also see that the angular dependence of both processes 
(lines on figures) hardly depends on the impact energy (50eV top plots, 100eV bottom plots) 
and on the particle considered (H, left column or D, right column). On the other hand, the 
angular emission yield is strongly dependent on the process considered. Concerning 
sputtering, the emission yield shows a maximum at 20° and goes to zero above 45°. 
Concerning backscattering, the yield is maximal at 45° and goes to zero above 70°.  
The negative ion trajectories are rectified by the sheaths, one in front of the sample 
and one in front of the mass spectrometer. To be detected, negative ions must enter the mass 
spectrometer close to normal incidence as the acceptance angle is on the order of a few 
degrees80. For a given energy, the lower the angle of emission is, the closer the incidence 
angle for the mass spectrometer is to the normal and, hence, the higher the detection 
probability. As sputtered particles are emitted at lower angle, their collection by the mass 
spectrometer is favoured compared to that of the backscattered particles, leading to a 
distribution function where sputtered particles dominate. The same phenomenon was already 
observed on barium surfaces66. An exact calculation of negative ion transmission through 
sheaths cannot be undertaken easily since the sheath shape around the sample and the mass 
spectrometer nozzle are unknown (the biased sample is surrounded by a floating ceramic 
surface and the biased mass-spectrometer entrance hole is surrounded by a grounded surface, 
leading to complex sheath shapes). We reserve such calculations for the future. However, it is 
obvious that particles emitted at lower angle have a higher probability to be collected by the 
mass spectrometer since their trajectories are easily rectified by the electric field in the sheath. 
As the sputtered particle distribution is peaked at lower angle, it explains that relatively more 
sputtered negative-ions are detected than backscattered negative-ions. The difference in the 
calculated and experimental contributions in Figure 6 can be seen as an illustration of the 
difference between surface-produced negative-ion distribution functions and measured 
negative-ion distribution functions, rather than a disagreement between calculations and 
experiments. Calculations concern particles emitted by the surface, while the experiments 
measure negative ions that are able to reach the mass spectrometer detector. Interestingly, it 
also suggests that many negative ions emitted by the surface are not collected, and that carbon 
is probably an even better negative ion enhancer than previously thought 62.  
Figure 6 also shows that above 80eV the sputtering contribution starts to decrease. 
This is in contradiction with the calculations where the sputtering contribution always 
increases while the backscattering one always decreases for positive ion energy varying from 
20eV to 120eV  and the backscattering remains higher than the sputtering contribution by at 
least a factor 7. SRIM calculations do not include any modification of the surface upon 
positive-ion bombardment. As the positive-ion energy increases, the hydrogen or deuterium 
surface coverage might decrease and lead to a decrease of the sputtering contribution to 
negative ion formation. We have estimated this effect using SRIM yields and a system of rate 
equations to calculate the steady-state hydrogen coverage and found that it is negligible 
compared to the strong decrease found experimentally. We have no clear explanation at the 
moment concerning the decrease of the sputtering contribution, but we think it may come 
from negative-ion collection issues with increasing ion energies. 
Figure 8 presents the normalized total yield for neutral production (SRIM) and for 
negative ion production60. The yield is defined as the total number of events (backscattering 
plus sputtering) divided by the total number of impinging positive ions. One can see that the 
calculated yield hardly depends on the positive ion energy (only 10% variation between 10 
and 150eV) while the measured yield strongly depends on the positive ion energy. Indeed a 
marked decrease of the measured yield is observed above 80eV. Again, plotting the 
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experimental results versus the energy per nucleon (E0/2 for H2+ impact and E0/3 for H3+ 
impact) instead of the positive-ion energy (E0) would not change the observations made. The 
cause of this disagreement between SRIM and experiments is not clear up to now. However, it 
can be observed that this decrease is concomitant with the decrease of the sputtering 
contribution (Figure 6). Therefore, it is likely that the previously discussed negative-ion 
transmission and collection issues play a role when the energy is increased. The strong 
increase of the experimental yield at low positive ion energy is due to the onset of the 
sputtering mechanisms. SRIM results show only a slight increase since sputtering has a low 
contribution to the total yield in the calculations.  
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Figure 8 :  H (grey line) and H- (black line and full circles) yields versus H+ positive ion impact energy 
(calculations) and versus H2+/H3+ positive ion energy (experiments).. Yield is defined as the total number 
of events (backscattering plus sputtering) divided by the total number of impinging positive ions.  
 
The previous discussions about collection issues show that the present experimental 
arrangement could not be used as it is in a self-extracted negative-ion source66,81. Angular 
distributions of emitted particles imply that the graphite surface, if used as a surface 
converter, would have to be concave to focus the negative-ions towards the exit, as was done 
in the past by Ehlers et al81. Also, the surface conversion principle leads to negative-ion 
beams with large energy spread and large emittance. In a real ion source structure, ion 
extraction apertures, focusing devices (like quadrupoles), dipole magnets (to analyze the 
energy) along with post slits could be used to reduce the beam emittance and energy spread. 
However, the primary objective of the present work is not to design a negative-ion source, but 
rather to understand surface production in cesium-free plasmas by analyzing negative-ion 
distribution functions (this work), and by comparing them for different materials62. 
 
 
 V) Other SRIM input parameters  
 
SRIM calculations were also performed with different input parameters, as 
summarized in Table 1. The surface binding energy and the percentage of deuterium or 
hydrogen on the surface were varied for positive ion impact energy of 50 eV. Both parameters 
influence the sputtering yield, which increases when the surface binding energy decreases 
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from 4.5 to 0.5 eV (yields from 0.003 to 0.026 in D2 and from 0.006 to 0.032 in H2) and when 
the deuterium or hydrogen percentage increases from 20 to 50% (yield from 0.003 to 0.014 in 
D2 and from 0.005 to 0.02 in H2). As expected the backscattering yield is not influenced by 
the surface binding energy but decreases when the deuterium or hydrogen coverage increases 
from 0 to 50% (yield from 0.26 to 0.15 in H2 and from 0.2 to 0.12 in D2). In any condition, the 
backscattering yield remains much higher than the sputtering yield. The shapes of the 
distribution functions are essentially not influenced by these two parameters. Interestingly one 
can see that backscattering and sputtering yields are always lower in deuterium (which means 
that the deuterium implantation yield is higher). One can also note from Table 1 that the 
backscattering yield is not constant with H/D surface coverage. There is a 20% variation of 
the yield when the surface coverage decreases from 30% (coverage expected at room 
temperature) to 0% (coverage expected at high temperature). Therefore, even without any 
consideration on the electron capture dependence with coverage, the assumption we made in 
61 (backscattering yield is constant with temperature) is not strictly correct.  
 
 
 Backscattering yields Sputtering yields 
Species H D H D 
Esb = 0.5 eV 0.2 0.16 3.2E-02 2.6E-02 
Esb = 1.5 eV 0.2 0.16 1.9E-02 1.4E-02 
Esb = 3.0 eV 0.2 0.16 1.0E-02 6.0E-03 
Esb = 4.5 eV 0.2 0.16 6.0E-03 3.0E-03 
%H or D = 0% 0.26 0.2 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 
%H or D = 20% 0.22 0.17 5.0E-03 3.5E-03 
%H or D = 30% 0.2 0.16 1.0E-02 6.0E-03 
%H or D = 40% 0.17 0.14 1.6E-02 9.5E-03 
%H or D = 50% 0.15 0.12 2.0E-02 1.5E-02 
Table 1 : Calculated backscattering and sputtering yields for different SRIM input parameters. “Esb” is 
the surface binding energy. “%H or D” is the hydrogen or deuterium percentage in the a-CH or a-CD 
layer considered.  
 
Finally, calculations were performed with varying layer densities of an a-CD layer at 
an impact energy of 50 eV. The backscattering yield is not influenced by the layer density 
while the sputtering yield slightly increases from 0.005 to 0.006 when the layer density 
increases from 1.3g/cm3 to 2.2g/ cm3.  
 
 VI) Negative ion formation probability  
The probability of the surface formation of negative ions is in general dependent upon 
the trajectory of the outgoing particle (perpendicular velocity, outgoing angle, outgoing total 
energy…). This has been shown in beam experiments for several cesiated and non-cesiated, 
metallic surfaces82,30,31. However, regarding graphite, Gleeson and Kleyn38 did not observe 
any clear dependence of the negative ion yield versus the outgoing angle in beam experiments 
where 300eV H2+ ions where impinging on a HOPG surface with a 70° incidence angle. The 
HOPG behaviour was in that sense very similar to the diamond behaviour (large band-gap of 
5.5 eV) and very different from the metallic behaviour of the barium-dosed diamond. Recent 
experiments performed at ISMO laboratory (Paris-Sud University) reinforced the idea of the 
non-metallic behaviour of graphite with respect to the negative-ion surface formation83. In 37 
it was not observed any dependence of the negative-ion yield with the outgoing angle 
(between 0 and 70°), for 400 eV H2+ and H3+ positive-ion impacting on HOPG with an 
incidence angle of 70°. In a higher energy beam experiment, Vidal et al40 observed almost no 
dependence of the H- yield for outgoing angles between 55° and 70° when a 4keV H+ beam is 
impinging on HOPG surface with an incident angle of 22.5° (700eV perpendicular velocity). 
16 
 
It can be concluded that, based on published beam-experiment results, it appears reasonable to 
assume that the negative-ion formation probability (including both capture and survival 
probabilities) does not strongly depend on the outgoing particle energy and angle in the case 




In previous works, we have studied negative ion surface-production in H2 and D2 
plasmas on a graphite surface (HOPG). It has been experimentally demonstrated that negative 
ions are created via two mechanisms: i) backscattering of a positive ion as a negative ion and 
ii) sputtering of an adsorbed atom as a negative ion. The dependence of the negative ion yield 
versus positive ion energy and type was established. 
In the present paper, backscattered and sputtered particles distribution-functions, arising from 
hydrogen (deuterium) positive-ion bombardment of an a-CH(D) layer were computed using 
the SRIM software in order to obtain a better understanding of the experimentally measured  
negative-ion distributions. As all the physics behind the measurements is not included in the 
SRIM calculations, a direct comparison between calculations and experiments is not possible. 
However, SRIM calculations proved useful as a support for the interpretation of the 
experiments. In particular, it has been shown that SRIM calculations are in good agreement 
with negative-ion experiments concerning the maximum energy of the outgoing particle and 
its isotopic dependence. This is particularly important since it was previously deduced that 
negative ions are formed by the backscattering mechanism by considering this maximum 
energy under various experimental conditions60,61. This deduction is thus fully validated.  
Yield-calculations are not in good agreement with experiments. While it is calculated 
that backscattered particles largely dominate, a higher proportion of negative ions created by 
the sputtering mechanism is measured. An explanation is proposed based on the emitted-
particle angular distributions calculated by SRIM. Sputtered negative ions are collected more 
efficiently because they are emitted from the surface closer to the normal than backscattered 
ions, and thus they have a higher probability to reach the mass spectrometer at an angle 
smaller than the maximum acceptance angle. There is still a major difference between 
calculations and experiments regarding yields. Negative-ion surface-production strongly 
decreases for positive-ion energies above 80eV while calculations do not predict such a big 
change. It is believed to be due to a negative-ion collection issue. As it is now shown that 
SRIM can be used to interpret negative-ion experiments under the present experimental 
conditions, we plan to model in the future negative-ion trajectories between the surface and 
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